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Implementation is what we do.

Rebekah Hornak

The celebration of starting a new academic
year is over and we are now into the daily
routine of supporting teachers, making
1,000 decisions a day, and teaching to the
hearts and minds of our students. As a
result of the constant demands, when we
begin to learn about implementation
science and practice, we view the
approaches and strategies as ‘something
else’ we have to do. But in reality, no
matter your role in the K-12 setting, you are
part of implementation every day.

Read Blog Post
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o41WCR_Audbf9ZPZ64zVlrWCQzeaVfEw/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZEtndiCGo_g
https://implementationsciencecomms.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s43058-023-00497-1
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/why-meetings-suck-and-how-to-fix-them/id1346314086?i=1000629095374
https://sisep.fpg.unc.edu/blog/implementation-what-we-do


Webinar Follow-up 

Implementation Supports in
Education

On Wednesday, October 4th, 2023, the
SISEP Center hosted a free webinar on the
current state of implementation supports in
education. Sophia Farmer, Co-director of
SISEP, facilitated a conversation with our
guests from the Wisconsin Department of
Public Instruction and the University of
Washington SMART Center. What an
amazing hour filled with stories and relatable
experiences with implementation!
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Partnership Highlights

Kentucky Transformation Zone Symposium

Kathleen Ryan Jackson, Implementation Specialist, attended the Kentucky Transformation
Zone Symposium the week of September 18th.

Sharing the Data Process in
Exploration
Chastity Kraft,Stephanie Kidd, Doug
Smith. and Dionne Bates

The Coaching Practice Profile
Chastity Craft (KVEC) and Lori
Smith (CKEC)

Coaching Cycles and Resources
Tori Anders, Sarah Shaffer, Sandye
Kabalen

New Jersey Department of Education District Training and Support

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o41WCR_Audbf9ZPZ64zVlrWCQzeaVfEw/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZEtndiCGo_g


Sophia Farmer, Co-director of SISEP and Correy Watkins, Implementation Specialist, co-
facilitated training with the New Jersey Department of Education the week of September 25th.

 

 

AI Hub - Looking  for
Your feedback!

Each framework module is available as a PDF. Would you like a more interactive version?

Yes

No

Would you use a scope and sequence resource to guide your learning through the AI Hub?

Yes

No

Recommended Read
Four very basic ways to think about policy in implementation science
Jonathan Purtle, Corrina Moucheraud, Lawrence H. Yang & Donna Shelley 

Policy is receiving increasing attention in the field of implementation science. However, there
remains a lack of clear, concise guidance about how policy can be conceptualized in
implementation science research. Building on Curran’s article “Implementation science made
too simple”—which defines “the thing” as the intervention, practice, or innovation in need of
implementation support—we offer a typology of four very basic ways to conceptualize policy
in implementation science research. We provide examples of studies that have
conceptualized policy in these different ways and connect aspects of the typology to
established frameworks in the field. 
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Read the Article

Recommended Listen
Why Meetings Suck and How to Fix Them
WorkLife Podcast - Adam Grant

Meetings often drain our joy and sap our focus – and meeting overload kills productivity. So
why do we have so many of them, and is a better world possible? Adam investigates the
science of improving meetings and explores how workplaces are fighting meeting bloat.

Available transcripts for WorkLife can be found at go.ted.com/WLtranscripts.

Listen to the Podcast

To read previous eNotes, visit sisep.fpg.unc.edu/news
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